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We’re not your average music blog. Noiseporn is this generation’s answer to everything electronic 
music. Disconnect from the ordinary and immerse yourself into a new wave of music, featuring the 
latest news, new releases, artist interviews, fashion trends, and exclusive festival coverage.
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NoisePorn’s official YouTube channel takes our blog to the next level. The NoisePorn Unzipped series features 
exclusive one-on-one interviews with our favorite artists. NoisePorn MIX consists of exclusive guest mixes put 
together by some of the industry’s most prominent artists. Coming soon to NoisePorn TV are exclusive video series 
from Hand Job Academy, Oreo Jones and Andy D. 

NOISEPORN TV

NoisePorn magazine launched in March 2014 as a 
semiannual dual-sided magazine that highlights the 
biggest music conferences in the world. The 
magazine gives readers exclusive insight into some 
of today’s most talented burgeoning artists from all 
around the globe. In addition, the magazine covers 
various hotspots in the designated cities, networking 
tips, trending fashion, artist interviews and much, tips, trending fashion, artist interviews and much, 
much more. From Miami and New York City all the 
way to Amsterdam, NoisePorn magazine offers an 
internationally diverse range of content.

MAGAZINE

We have a team of talented writers who are incredibly passionate about the music industry and produce 
unprecedented content for our editorial section that you won’t find anywhere else. Our editorials bring a creative 
balance to NoisePorn, giving music enthusiasts the opportunity to step into the world of trending topics within the 
industry as a whole. Each of our writers has a distinctive voice and are never afraid to discuss controversial topics. 
Because of that, our editorial section alone draws in thousands of unique visitors each month.

EDITORIAL

WHY ALL AGES
CLUBS NEED TO
JUST STOP

HOW THE MUSIC
INDUSTRY IS SLOWLY
GOING TO CRAP

DEATH AT A
MUSIC FESTIVAL WHAT’S IN A DJ?
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Aside from our NoisePorn Unzipped video series, we are always interviewing thriving musicians and prominent 
people in the music industry. Past interviews include Monstercat CEO Mike Darlington, Coastline Festival founder 
Mike Childs, III Points Festival founder David Sinopoli, Kill Paris, Varien, Pegboard Nerds, Savant, Christian Burns and 
countless others.

In addition to exclusive interviews and guest mixes, we are constantly premiering music from accomplished and 
emerging artists alike, giving NoisePorn readers access to amazing new music before anyone else

We bring you the latest news and happenings within the music industry every day. From technology news to 
major festival announcements and tours, NoisePorn is your go-to resource for the latest in electronic news.

We like to look good, online and in person. Our fashion section brings you 
cutting-edge styles that transcends everyday fashion. From festival lookbooks, 
unique accessories, underground brands and how-to guides, NoisePorn brings 
you everything you need to always be on your fashion A game.

NEWS

INTERVIEWS AND EXCLUSIVES

FASHION
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In addition to display ads, we also offer opportunities for sponsored posts. We are able to bring on our team of 
writers to write the post for you on your designated brand or product or, if we deem it fit for our readers, we 
accept pre-written posts exclusive to us that are well-written. All posts and products must be relevant to the 
music industry.

For pricing on sponsored posts, please email advertising@noiseporn.com.
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POSTS SIDEBAR AD
(up to 300px x 600px)
$175/month
Placed on the sidebar of every individual post as well as the homepage. 
This ad receives the second-highest number of impressions. 

FOOTER AD
(300px x 250px) 

$225/month
Placed at the footer of every page and every post, including the 

homepage. This ad receives the highest number of impressions.

HOMEPAGE SIDEBAR AD
(up to 300px x 600px)
$110/month
Placed on the sidebar of the homepage only.

HOMEPAGE LEADERBOARD AD
(728px x 90px) 

$125/month for one, $30/month for each additional (up to two additional)
Placed above the fold, underneath the slideshow on the homepage. We are able to place 

up to three leaderboard-sized ads on the homepage, as long as they differ in design.

SPONSORED POSTS

BLOG AD SIZES

mailto:advertisting%40noiseporn.com?subject=Let%20Advertise%20on%20Noiseporn.com
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NOISEPORN 
LAUNCHES MOBILE 
APPS FOR iOS, ROKU 
AND APPLE TV

The time has finally come. Noiseporn and its parent 
company Symphonic Distribution are proud to 
announce the launch of new digital applications. On the 
mobile side, you can now enjoy every article on our site 
and NP video content while you are on the go with a 
sleek and user-friendly interface.

We’ve also decided to take over your living room by We’ve also decided to take over your living room by 
launching apps via Roku and Apple TV for you to enjoy 
our exclusive video content. You will now be able to 
download the app on your iPhone, iPad, Roku, and now 
on the new Apple TV.

And this is only the beginning. Noiseporn will continue And this is only the beginning. Noiseporn will continue 
to expand to new mobile and tablet devices as well as 
continue to feature original and third-party content in 
the form of entertaining shows, news broadcasts, live 
streams, DJ Mixes, and much more. Apple TV:

-Launch the brand new Apple TV
-Open the Apple TV App Store and search for Noiseporn
-Download and watch away!

Roku:
-Launch Roku
-Go to the channel store and search for -Go to the channel store and search for Noiseporn
-Download and watch!
-Or by using code: 2XHMKVX
(Available in the US, UK, Canada, and More!)

iOS (iPhone/iPad):
-Launch the brand new Apple TV
-Open the Apple App Store and search for Noiseporn
-Download and watch away!-Download and watch away!

NOISEPORN APPS




